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Introduction

I Very nice paper, which links 3 literatures:

I Financial frictions and misallocation of capital
I Intangible capital accumulation
I Wealth and occupational choices

I Main message.
I Financial frictions→Misallocation of talents → Lower
intangible capital accumulation & higher inequality.

I This discussion:

1. Review the main mechanism.

2. Empirical evidence

3. Testable predictions, and other comments.
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1) Main mechanism
I Overlapping generations, 2 periods.
I Young agents are heterogeneous in financial endowment (and
talent κ).

I Old agents (managers, with human capital k) offer work
packages to the young:

I Simple wage w and no training→ w ′ next period.
I Career package, lower wage wm < w and training to become
next period’s manager with skill k ′. next period→ π′(k ′, z)

I inputs in the production of k ′ : managerial skill k, trainee
talent κ, training cost i (endogenous).

I Manager chooses nn, nm and the career package to maximise
profits:

Akα(nn + nm)1−α − wnn − wmnm − training cost

I such that participation constraint of trainees is satisfied:

V (trainee) ≥ V (simple worker)
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1) Main mechanism (2)
I Competitive equilibrium without financial frictions: more skilled
managers (higher k) attract more talented trainees (higher κ).
Both have a preference for training-intensive contracts.

I Human capital investment does not depent on wealth
I if e is low, trainee borrows B = cm − (wm + e) > 0 when
young and repays RB when old.

I Financing constraints: young can borrow max:

B ≤ θk ′

R
, with 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1

I high-talent, poor young agents are constrained, cannot smooth
consumption. No longer want the training intensive contract.

I More skilled managers attract less talented but rich workers.
I Poor very talented workers still get trained, but by less
talented managers, and less intensively.

I After a negative financial shock: more misallocation of talents; lower
accumulation of human capital; lower output and productivity; more
inequality.
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2) Intangible human capital is important
Corrado, Hulten and Sichel (2009):

"Investment in firm-specific human and

structural resources": 1) The costs of employer-provided worker training

(30%). 2) An estimate of management time devoted to enhancing the

productivity of the firm. (70%)
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3) The nature of the financial friction
Testable predictions? What is the nature of the financial friction?
if e is low, borrows B = cm − wm − e > 0 when young and repays
RB when old, with B ≤ θk ′

R .

I What is θ? "A manager can quit to form a new coalition with
(1− θ)k ′ amount of intangible".

I So θ is the firm specificity of human capital investment?
I →After a financial shock, misallocation of human capital
more severe in industries with less firm specific human
capital.

I Alternative assumption: The firm is financially constrained.
Firm specific human capital investment is a long term project,
is less valuable for financially constrained firms (because they
discount more heavily future cash flows).

I →After a financial shock, misallocation of human capital
more severe in industries with more firm specific human
capital.

I So it is important to define the nature of the friction.
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Other comments:
1. Wealth shock has a negative effect also in the competitive
equilibrium without financial constraints:

I think that young agents have to borrow more, R increases and this
reduce net present value of investing in managerial intangible capital.
Consider a model where a deleveraging shock reduces R : opposite
effects on constrained and uncostrained equilibria?
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Other comments (2):

2. Income inequality or wealth inequality?

3. Steady state results? Endogenous endowment and poverty
traps?
4. How much persistence? What happens with a one time shock
and endogenous endowments?
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2) Intangible human capital is important

The case of Italy:

Productivity growth over the firms life cycle, from Caggese (2016).
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